
TECEdrainline

The floor-level shower channel - new open space in the bathroom



“A TECEdrainline shower channel creates 
new open space in the bathroom” 

A shower channel at last makes it possible to create a 

unifi ed visual effect across the entire bathroom fl oor. 

Doing away with unnecessary enclosures creates new 

open space in the bathroom.

There is now nothing to stop you enjoying a “borderless” 
shower - TECEdrainline’s high drainage capacity ensures 
that there is no risk of fl ooding, even with the down pour 
showers that are currently in trend.

TECEdrainline shower channels
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Flush-level shower channel with “plate” tiled base



TECEdrainline patterned grates

“Create clear emphases -
with TECEdrainline patterned grates”

Six different patterns with different 
surfaces.

n Stainless steel, matt or bright

n Straight 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200 
 and 1500 mm lengths

n Special lengths and individual patterns  
 can be supplied upon request.

„basic“

„drops“

„lines“

„organic“

„royal“

„quadratum“
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TECEdrainline patterned grates

“Additional layout options -    
TECEdrainline angled 
channels …”

Six different patterns with different 
surfaces.

n Stainless steel, matte or bright

n Angled 900, 1000, 1200 
 and 1500 mm channels

n Special lengths and individual patterns 
 can be supplied to suit.

Some examples of the wide range of 
uses for TECEdrainline shower channels:
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TECEdrainline shower channel
Whether you choose a tiled base or a patterned grate, 
it will always rest on a TECEdrainline shower channel. 
The seal collar that is supplied ensures that your specialist 
will have no diffi culty in ensuring a watertight installation.
The low 90 mm construction depth means that it can also 
be installed in existing buildings.

Floor-level shower channel with “quadratum” patterned grate

Tiled base or patterned grate? 

The tiled base permits visual co-ordination with the tiled 
fl oor covering. (Illustration below left)

On the other hand, the six different patterned grates let you 
create different layout emphases. (Illustration below right)

Floor-level shower channel with “plate” tiled base
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TECEdrainline “plate” tiled base

Talk to your specialist for further advice:

Everything forms a unified whole. The tiled base permits visual co-ordination with 
the tiled floor covering. 
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